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Year 1st: Senmon-shi Diploma - two-year day-time course in Hotel 
Management and Operations, Hotel Course 

 
■Subject Code  : FL104 
 
■Subject Name : Basic English 1  
 
■Total Contact Hours : 28.8 
 
■No. of Credits : 1.0 Credits 
 
■Name of Lecturer : Ginny Wilson 
                                                                                 
 
■Subject Description:  
Students will study how to write proper English sentences, paragraphs, and e-mails 
through in-class exercises, explanations, and homework.  Materials include a textbook, 
worksheets, and original student compositions. 
 
■Subject Outcomes: 
Upon successful completion of Basic English 1, the student should be able to: 
1. Make basic English sentences using proper sentence structure. 
2. Write a well-structured English paragraph. 
3. Compose both casual and formal e-mails in English. 
 
■Course Outline; 
1. Introductions and Explanations: teacher and students give brief verbal 

self-introductions class explanation, then students write a self-introduction 
2. Sentence Structure: students practice sentence structure (SV, SVO, etc.), 

capitalization 
3. Paragraph Introduction: class reads and discusses an explanation of paragraphs, 

then students do exercises in putting together and correcting a paragraph 
4. More on Paragraphs: using guideline exercises, students write an original 

paragraph about a classmate 
5. Conjunctions - “and” and “but”: students do exercises on the proper use of “and” and 
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“but” in joining sentences and practice making original sentences 
6. Using “and” and “but”: students learn useful vocabulary and phrases for discussing 

their family and then make an original paragraph about their family using “and” 
and “but” 

7. Conjunctions - “because” and “so”: students do exercises on the proper use of 
“because” and “so” and practice making original sentences 

8. Using “because” and “so”: students learn useful vocabulary and phrases for 
discussing people’s characteristics and then make an original paragraph about a 
friend using “because” and “so” 

9. Good Paragraph Structure: students learn about topic sentences, supporting 
sentences, and concluding sentences, then make an original paragraph following 
this pattern. 

10. Review: teacher checks textbook and homework completion and explains semester 
test format, students review and practice for test 

11. Topic Sentences: students practice making a good topic sentence for a paragraph, 
then do free-writing where they are given a topic sentence and must write about the 
topic and put it into a good paragraph 

12. E-mail introduction: introduction to e-mail, students write some simple e-mails 
based on examples 

13. E-mail Rules: class compares paragraphs and e-mail, makes a list of paragraph 
rules and one of e-mail rules, students practice writing longer e-mail 

14. E-mail – Informal vs. Formal: students write an informal e-mail of invitation, then 
learn how to write a formal e-mail of invitation, class makes a list of what is and is 
not different 

15. E-mail Cover Letters: class discusses how to write a formal e-mail to someone you 
have never met and what should be in a cover letter, students write a cover letter 
concentrating on experience and skills 

16. More on Cover Letters: students practice writing about why they want to work at a 
certain place and what they would like to do there 

17. Work-oriented Self-introductions: students practice writing about themselves in a 
work-related context, including what areas they have concentrated on in school, 
what their interests are, and where they would like to be in the future. 

18. More on Self-introductions: students practice writing more about themselves and 
learn how to present strong and weak points, lessons learned from failures, etc. 

19. Reservation E-mails: students practice corresponding with customers by writing 
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e-mails as a customer to a hotel making a reservation, then writing a confirmation 
response from the hotel. 

20. Review: class goes over format and content of final test, teacher checks homework 
and textbooks, students review and practice for test 

 
■Text Book: 
Karen Blanchard and Christine Root(2010) Ready to Write: A First Composition Text: 

Pearson Longman 
 
■Evaluation: 
1. Class attendance 50% 
2. End-of Term Examination 50 % 

Total 100 % 
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